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Photoshop Elements is an inexpensive, easy-to-learn, and feature-rich version of Photoshop. It has simple drag-and-drop tools
and a simple interface. It's great if you want to get a taste of Photoshop but don't want to go through the learning curve.
Photoshop works best with raster images. However, the program does have a layer system that allows you to edit not just one
layer but several. Now, go ahead and enjoy the book! Find out how to import, create, and organize images, and get a sneak peek
at some of the popular tools on the market for your photo editing. Along the way, I cover the basics of how to sharpen or soften
an image, and crop an image, so that your photos look their best. You discover how to create your own watercolors and how to
add detail using brushes. In this chapter, we take a first look at Photoshop Elements' interface and show you how to manage and
organize your images. Tip: If you're a PC user, Windows 7 and Vista users can use Adobe Photoshop Lightroom to import and
organize pictures, while the file browser can be used on Mac OS X. Preparing your image files To edit an image, you must first
import it into Photoshop. In most cases, that means placing an image on your desktop and opening the image there. However, in
some cases, you can open an image from within the photo editor. (We discuss how to import images into Photoshop in the
previous section.) This section describes how to import an image from a digital camera. It also covers RAW formats, which are
the raw data from your camera. Importing a RAW image RAW (or raw) images are typically the results from an exposure of a
digital camera. A RAW file is a compressed format of the image data, typically much smaller than JPEG (see the following
section) or TIFF (see the section "Creating Different Types of Image Files" earlier in this chapter) formats. A RAW file is made
up of several layers. When you open a RAW file in the software, you can modify the various layers as well as select tools such
as the Spot Healing Brush (we discuss creating your own watercolor brush in Chapter 8). Theoretically, after you've opened a
RAW file in Photoshop, you could get back to that image at a later date, return to the RAW file on your camera, and create a
new or edited image
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Regardless, Photoshop or Photoshop Elements, you’ll be doing the majority of your editing using the ‘editing panel’, a tool that
sits right in the middle of the editing workspace. If you have a bit of a background in Photoshop, then you’ll be aware of the
‘panel’ because it’s the equivalent to the Photoshop interface. It’s where you would go to view the layers, colours, effects and
more. To me, the panel gives you a better indication of what’s going on, so you know when something has gone wrong. In this
tutorial, you’re going to learn about the Photoshop ‘panel’, what it does, how to navigate it and even how to update it. I show you
how you’ll be able to edit your images, do some reshaping, add type, draw, create layers, make a selection, play with layers and
even create a basic style. Working with the ‘panel’ is as easy as you’ve ever seen, and it’s likely to seem like the first time you’ve
used Photoshop. (I know that because it felt like it was the first time I used Photoshop.) In the next few sections, I’ll take you
through the workflow of the panel and how to use it effectively. These Photoshop elements get you really acquainted with the
Photoshop interface in no time. Scrolling the panels When you first launch Photoshop, you will immediately see the panels on
the screen. Move your cursor to the first panel. The panel you are dealing with will scroll up by default. If you want to scroll the
panel down, just click the window once. To scroll it up again, just press the windows key (escape) key on your keyboard. The
panel’s location will start moving when you start scrolling the panels. You’ll notice that they’re already moving while you were
scrolling. There is a marker at the top-left corner of the window. The marker is a visual guide that will always stay at the same
position. You can also scroll the panels manually by pressing the down arrow key on your keyboard. In the next few sections, I
take you through the panels step by step. Editor’s choice This is the place where you’ll be able to view the a681f4349e
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System Requirements:

Supported browsers: Internet Explorer 8+, Firefox, Chrome. Safari and Opera will be supported in the future. Windows:
Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10. Mac OSX: OS X 10.7 + In the Program settings there is an option to choose the character size.
The game is controlled with the keyboard, so it is easy to play at home. You can create many kinds of tracks, and the tracks can
be marked with points and special instructions (
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